Structural properties of spinal nerve roots: biomechanics.
The biomechanics of spinal nerve roots obtained from normal and nerve-crushed mice were evaluated. Photographs and longitudinal force measurements were taken as nerve roots were elongated through mechanical failure. Proportional limit stress and strain as well as the apparent modulus were calculated from photographic and force measurements to characterize nerve root strength, elasticity, and stiffness, respectively. Resulting mechanical data were indicative of an extremely weak material. Comparisons of nerve and nerve root mechanical properties revealed major differences. While nerve root elasticity was comparable to nerve, nerve root strength was only 10% that of nerve and root stiffness was only 20% of nerve values. Differences in nerve and root mechanics are attributed to the large discrepancies in relative amounts of connective tissue. Also in sharp contrast with peripheral nerve, unilateral nerve crush produced no significant alterations in root mechanics. Comparisons of nerve and nerve root strengths suggested possible pathways for dissipation of peripherally applied forces through epineurial and dural structures.